
 

To our valued customers:

The good news is that in about a week Citron & Rose will begin lunch

service with many new Vegetarian and parve options as well as our

classic menu items. The less than good news is that we have decided to

put Zagafen on a hiatus from classic restaurant operations – dine in and

takeout -- at least until after the yom tovim. October 3rd is our target

date to reopen as we feel by then the ability to shore up our staffing will

have significantly improved. This is not a decision we take lightly nor was

done without tremendous deliberation. This is something we probably

would have done several weeks ago but very much wanted to remain

open during the Nine Days to serve the needs of the community.

Zagafen is a busy restaurant. We simply cannot service the customers

properly given our need to constantly split our staff between the two

restaurants. We have tried all different methods – as many of you are

aware – and while each one addressed a part of the staffing issues it

also had its serious drawbacks. We can no longer “split” the proverbial

baby. It has not been fair to the customers nor to our extremely

overworked staff. We have concluded that we either need to operate

with a full complement of staff or not operate at all -- or figure out a

different way in which to operate altogether. When I refer to the hiatus

from “classic restaurant operations” that means the restaurant will still

be available for larger events and outside catering as well as classic

ghost kitchen usage. I want to stress that Zagafen is NOT closing down.

We have every intention of resuming “normal” operations in a few months

and in the meantime simply focus on Citron & Rose. We will do

everything we can to offer a more extensive menu at C&R as well as

expand the operating hours – as already mentioned with regard to lunch.

We have some other exciting ideas that we are considering

implementing in the near future to enhance the Citron & Rose

experience. A few housekeeping notes: 
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1) Anyone with a gift card and/or coupon for Zagafen will be able to use it at

Citron & Rose during the time Zagafen remains closed.

2) Because there has been an ownership change an automatic waiting period

with regard to the transfer of the liquor license --currently owned by the previous

entity -- is a requirement under the PLCB regulations. Unfortunately, this is not a

quick process, and we anticipate a 3-6 month wait to get the necessary

approvals and permits to sell alcohol at either restaurant. Until then, C&R (as well

as Zagafen upon its reopening) will be a BYOB establishment. Please adhere to

the kashrut standards of bringing in only Mevushal wine. All wine will be checked

by our Mashgiach.

3) A quick word on the previously referenced ownership change: It has been my

utmost privilege to work with David over the past year and a half. For the past

decade David has been engaged in a labor of love ensuring the community he

cherishes has had high-end kosher culinary options available. The amount of

resources in both time and money expended over the past decade are mind-

bending and a tremendous hakarat ha’tov is required in recognition of his efforts.

I look forward to continuing the tradition of providing an exceptional and

memorable dining experience at both restaurants and while not a resident of this

community, I will always remain accessible to our customers should you ever want

to discuss restaurant related issues. 

We thank you for your tremendous support throughout the COVID debacle as well

as post-COVID. We have been operating in unchartered waters for some time

now and have been trying our best to serve the community. We no doubt have

made mistakes and have come up short on numerous occasions and for that we

apologize. Rest assured it was never from a lack of trying or caring. We fully

expect to reopen within the time frame mentioned and look forward to serving

you again soon at Zagafen. Until then…we hope to see you very soon at C&R!!

Here’s wishing you a wonderful and healthy rest of the summer.

Michael Rappaport, BiSiDi Hospitality Group, and the entire C&R/Zagafen Team.


